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With This Time The Dream’s On Us, prodigious pianist 
Yuri Storione brings together a highly accomplished 
line-up of elegant Swiss bassist Dominik Schürmann 
and renowned Spanish drummer Jorge Rossy. 

At first glance, a jazz piano trio album taking its 
inspiration from a 1941 American Songbook tune 
doesn’t sound too out of the ordinary.

But dig below the surface and you’ll find a list of 12 
songs - including 10 original ‘standards’ - which pay 
tribute to the greats who came before, whilst 
showcasing the modern sensibilities of the musicians 
involved.

This is by no means a solo effort either, nor a young 
pianist hiring an all-star band: the three musicians 
contribute together, from the equal billing of the project 
to the creative interplay and sensitive 
accompaniment. 

Aside from the ‘other’ standard on the album - Thelonious Monk’s Ruby My Dear - composition duties are 
handled by Storione and Schürmann whose beautiful frameworks provide the launchpad for a host of inventive 
solos from each player.

Jorge Rossy, as always, displays why he’s renowned as one of the best drummers of his generation: 
responsive, inventive, extremely sensitive, whose mere presence seems to organise and support the other 
musicians.  

On bass, Dominik Schürmann shows himself as the quintessential team player, before drifting into the spotlight 
for several features, not least on the soulful ballad Iberica or the up-tempo Happy Hour. 

The work of these two established rhythm section players not only provides moments of swinging beauty 
throughout, but also the support and encouragement for Yuri Storione's pianistic exuberance to fully unfold and 
blossom. 

At 27, Storione may be considered something of a newcomer on the European scene but with this, already his 
third album, he showcases an experience beyond his years, whilst his self-penned tune Viva Bud Powell! gives 
perhaps the best insight into his musical journey and spirit.

Transforming seemingly classic material into an album of depth and surprise, This Time The Dream’s On Us 
proves an exciting listen for fans of the jazz tradition.

Yuri Storione | piano | Dominik Schürmann | bass | Jorge Rossy | drums 

Private Streaming: Soundcloud | MP3s: download here | Photos: download here
Artist website: yuristorione.com 	
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Track Listing  
1. Father And Son - Yuri Storione  
2. Violeta - Yuri Storione  
3. Happy Hour - Yuri Storione/Dominik Schürmann  
4. Ms. G.R. - Dominik Schürmann  
5. One For Doris - Dominik Schürmann  
6. This Time The Dream’s On Me -  Harold Arlen, with lyrics by Johnny Mercer  
7. Sambâle - Dominik Schürmann  
8. Ruby My Dear - T. Monk  
9. Viva Bud Powell! - Yuri Storione  
10. Iberica - Yuri Storione  
11. Lonely Owl - Dominik Schürmann  
12. Holding Line - Dominik Schürmann 
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Background	info:	

Yuri Storione is a 27 year old jazz pianist and composer with a classical background. He has been playing the piano 
since he was four. In 2015 he was one of the three finalists of the internationally known “Montreux Jazz” piano 
competition and won the “Langnau Jazz Piano Competition” in 2018. 

Storione graduated from the Basel Musikhochschule on the renowned Jazz Campus, where he received his third 
master’s degree in 2019.

Storione has performed at numerous international jazz festivals and has given concerts all over Europe including the 
Malaga Jazz Festival (Spain), Jazz Festival L’Estartit (Spain), the Slovenia Jazz Fest and the Laeso Jazz Fest 
(Denmark). By Yamaha Corp. he was engaged several times for concerts in Spain.

In 2020 Storione recorded his third album as a band leader, together with co-band leader Dominik Schürmann and 
jazz great Jorge Rossy on drums: "This Time The Dreams on Us".

In addition to Jorge Rossy, Storione works with other international and European jazz luminaries, such as with Larry 
Grenadier, Mark Turner, Perico Sambeat, Domenic Landolf, Thomas Moeckel

Background	info	|	Dominik	Schürmann 

Bassist, composer, producer Dominik Schürmann‘s contact with music and particularly with jazz started at a very 
young age. 

He started piano lessons at the age of six before changing to the bass later on. He quickly became a fixture in the 
Swiss jazz scene and now works regularly with internationally renowned musicians. 
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He has worked with musicians like Hendrik Meurkens, Luis Diego Bonilla, Jorge Rossy, Karl Ratzer, George Gruntz, 
Isla Eckinger, Oscar Klein, Vince Benedetti, Domenic Landolf, Yuri Storione, David Klein, Adrian Mears, Adam Taubitz, 

Titi Winterstein, Kurt Weil, Jim Galloway, John Serry, Bonnie Jeanne Taylor, Miguel de la Cerna, Othella Dallas, 
Andreas Herrmann, Markus Hauser, Mario Schneeberger, Sam Burckhardt and many more. 

He has performed in numerous jazz clubs and festivals in Switzerland and abroad. He has been a member of Thomas 
Moeckel‘s «Centrio» since 1998. Countless music projects have been the product this longterm musical friendship 
with the well known Swiss all-round musician Thomas Moeckel. Several of his own projects followed these 
collaborations, such as the coproductions with Schweizer Radio SRF2 Kultur «Dahaana», «Nothing Is As It 

Seems» (both albums recorded with the Hardbop band «Compulsion») and «Sambâle», recorded with the Piano Trio 
Gutfleisch-Schürmann-Frey, which was founded in 2017. His album «Upswing» became one of the most successful 
Swiss CD releases on international download platforms in 2016. 

Dominik Schürmann’s work is marked by musical passion, sensibility, harmony, and perfect timing gained by years of 
experience. He is very much in demand as a sideman or as a bandleader. Whether in jazz, blues or Latin American 
music, he always leaves his mark with compassion, enthusiasm and eloquence. He has also participated in theatre 
and musical productions and has appeared on TV and radio shows. As a bass player, Dominik Schürmann, 
participated in over 50 CD productions. 

Background	info	|	Jorge	Rossy	

Jorge Rossy is internationally recognized as one of the most influential drummers of his generation. 

His sideman work includes over 180 recordings with renowned jazz musicians Brad Mehldau, Ethan Iverson, Kevin 
Hays, Albert Sanz, Mark Turner, Chris Cheek, Seamus Blake, Joshua Redman, Kurt Rosenwinkel and Steve Swallow, 
among many others. 

Jorge has also toured with some jazz greats including Charlie Haden, Wayne Shorter, Lee Konitz, Carla Bley, and Joe 
Lovano. 

Besides his work as a drummer, Jorge has a distinctive voice on the vibes, marimba and piano, and a unique sound 
as a composer and band leader. Since his first CD under his own name, Jorge Rossy Trio Wicca (Fresh Sound), 
recorded in 2006, Jorge has recorded over 30 albums as a band leader or co-leader, to critical acclaim from 
publications such as Jazz Times, Downbeat, Jazz Around, and All About Jazz. 

In 2015, Jorge recorded Stay There (Pirouet), his debut recording, leading a truly stellar band and playing vibes and 
marimba . Since then, Jorge has been touring and recording with different configurations of his band Jordi Rossy 
Vibes Quintet and several co-led projects, including Passport Quartet, Rossy & Kanan Quartet, Beck/Landolf/Rossy, 
Fox + Chris Cheek and Rossy & Vercher Quintet «Filantropía», among others. All these bands are made up of an 
outstanding cast of musicians, collaborating to create a distinctive sound and an aesthetic full of intimate complicity. 

The long list of Jorge’s current bandmates includes Al Foster, Joe Chambers, Jimmy Wormworth, Joey Baron, Adam 
Cruz, Billy Hart, Mark Turner, Joshua Redman, Domenic Landolf, Pietro Tonolo, Javier Vercher, Chris Cheek, Mike 
Kanan, Kevin Hays, Michael Beck, Doug Weiss, Putter Smith, Nico Moreaux, Masa Kamaguchi, Marc Abrams, Pete 
Bernstein, Jaume Llombart, Pierre Perchaud and Vincent Peirani. 
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